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Parts Picture BAR | BARL 

 
BARL Only 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Technical Specifications  
Maximum capacity:  20kg 
Graduation:   5g  
Height range�  35cm ~70cm(±0.5cm)  
Graduation�  0.1cm  
Power supply�  4×AA  
Low power�  L o  
Overload�  o-Ld  
Unit change�  kg or lb  
Memory function� save and recall weighing value  
Auto off�   Turn off automatically if no operation for a long time  
Key’s functions  
ON/TARE(OFF):  Press the switch to power on the scale and start up weighing process. During weighing 

process, press the switch again to clear the display and the scale will return to zero. To turn 
off the scale, please hold pressing this switch for 3 seconds while the scale is in“0.000” 
position.  

MODE: Weighing units exchange switch. Press the switch to select kg and lb in turn. The unit will be 

memorized if power off.  
 MEM:  Press this switch to save the weighing value when the scale weigh normally with weight≥800g. 

If “MEM”shows and flickers once at the lower right corner of displayer, the current locking 
data will be saved. Don’t press the switch if the weighing data need not to be memorized.  

Operation  
After placing the batteries, press “ON/TARE” key to start the scale and the scale will show “0.000” after self-
inspection. 
 

Measure weight: Gently place baby on the pan, the weighing result will be displayed after the value flashing for a 
few seconds. If baby leaves the pan, the weighing value will return to zero automatically. 
 

Measure height: Unfold the left and right baffles and fix the left baffle while unfold the right height ruler towards the 
right. Gently adjust the right baffle to make the baby’s feet against the right baffle. 
 

After weighing, the scale will turn off automatically within 5 minutes if no operation again. 
 

If see about the former saved weighing value, please press the “MEM” switch while the scale is in “0.000” position.  
Cautions  
1. Keep the scale clean to ensure the normal working. 
2. The scale should be placed on a hard flat surface and shouldn’t be placed on the carpet for it may affect 
weighing accuracy. 
3. Overload (heavier than 20.1kg) is prohibited or the scale may be damaged.  
4. You should replace batteries immediately when window displays “ Lo ”. Take the batteries out if no operation 
for a long time lest the scale may be damaged by battery leakage. 
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